
 

 

COLIN PETERS’ EXPERIENCES OF ‘WHITE COLLAR CRIME’ 

 

Introduction: As a small works builder I was tricked by Dennis Bottomley (DB), a friend/client, into 

undertaking a large job of works on his properties on an agreement which he proposed and I accepted 

and which on completion of the works, he then reneged on. 

 

Abuse of Legal Aid: Come the start of litigation and DB obtained legal aid certificates by deception 

for himself and his wife assisted by Nicholas P Luty, a legal executive with Lumb and Kenningham, 

solicitors. This firm of solicitors was later to become Kenningham Underwood Armstrong. 

 

Paul S Withey, a surveyor cum estate agent made a 7 paged „expert‟ report which supported and lent 

credence to DB‟s false claims, which had gained him his legal aid certificates, that he had supplied 

materials towards the works and that there were many defects to the works. Once supplied with the 

receipts and photographs in proof that these claims were deceptions, Luty refused to fulfil his duty and 

shop his crooked client to the legal aid board. It is a condition of legal aid that, in such circumstances, 

it was his duty to report his client‟s deceptions to the board. 

 

The Judgment: At the court hearing Judge Arthur Hutchinson had no choice but to reject the whole 

of Withey’s evidence which he did “With regret and no small measure of embarrassment.” He then 

went on to cover up for Withey, and so ensured that he got paid for his wrongdoing, by stating that he 

felt that the surveyor had been trying to give his clients “value for money.” 

 

In a similar manner he paid tribute to DB‟s barrister for his handling of the case, when in truth, the 

barrister, John Walford, had stood by and remained mute, whilst DB had put a pack of lies to the court 

which were in conflict with the pleaded case as contained in the Defence and Counterclaim which he 

had authored 5 years earlier:  

 One pack of lies to gain legal aid certificates; 

 A conflicting pack of lies to gain a favourable judgement. 

 

My Appeal: Made very aware of the fact that there were two sets of conflicting claims from one and 

the same person, Appeal Court judges Evans and Dillon ruled that their lower court brother judge had 

been “right on the evidence“. But what about the quality of that evidence??? In the early days I had 

believed that a remedy to this injustice could be found through the courts... 

 

More Legal Harassment: Three times over the course of three years yet more lawyers from Customs 

and Excise tried to have me declared bankrupt through the issuing of statutory demands stating my 

name and my address but with a VAT number and account figures completely different to my own.  

 

I have the strongest possible proof of „White Collar Crime‟ and the abuse of legal aid funds. But if I 

were to be made bankrupt I would have had no locus standi in a court of law, which means that I 

would not be able to pursue any actions through the courts. 

 

The Criminals Win: How very convenient for all the white collar workers who aided and abetted 

DB‟s deceptions whilst lining their own pockets out of public funds!!! A sum of £32,000 was shared 

out amongst them all for each playing their part in helping Dennis Bottomley and his wife to evade a 

debt of just £6,173. 

 


